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Support
services
offered
for finals

Roll up your sleeves, it’s booster time

Abelina Nuñez
Social Media Editor
The University of La Verne’s
fall semester is coming to an
end, but not before a challenging
– and for most students stressful– week of finals.
Here are some resources that
are available to all students to
make this time easier:
The Wilson Library will be
open during finals week 7 a.m.
to 11 p.m. Monday through Friday from, with extended Friday
hours – normally the library
closes at 7 p.m. on Fridays.
It will also have extended
weekend hours; it will be open
from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Saturday
noon to 9 p.m. Sunday.
Students may also visit the
Academic Success Center where
tutoring is offered.
ASC sessions are in-person
in the Wilson Library, and have
drop-in torturing hours will be
extended during finals.
The center is open from 9
a.m. to 10 p.m. Monday through
Thursday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Friday, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday,
and 1 p.m. to 9 p.m. Sunday.
Students also can access
24-seven online tutoring through
Blackboard via the service “Tutor Me.”
Counseling and Psychological Services on campus will also
be offering virtual appointments
to students who are stressed or
need some support through finals, by appointment.
CAPS is open from 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. weekdays and also offers
weekly Mental Health Mondays,
which are Zoom workshops that
cover various mental health topics.
Monday’s workshops will
focus on mental preparation for
finals.
To schedule an online or
phone appointment, call 909448-4105 or email them at
caps@laverne.edu.
The Leo Food Pantry will
also be open during finals week
and will have a distribution from
8 a.m. to 8 p.m. on Dec. 13 to
Dec. 17 at the Randall Lewis
Center for Well-Being and Research.
To receive a bag, you must
fill out the Leo Food Pantry Request form online at laverne.
edu/student-outreach/studentfood-pantry/pantry-request.
Abelina Nuñez can be
reached at abelina.nunez@
laverne.edu.

Jingyao Liang

Nurse Ana Lopez prepares COVID-19 vaccines for the vaccination clinic at Hanawalt House Nov. 19. The University in partnership with Albertson’s pharmacy is to providing free COVID-19

booster vaccines for all students, staff and faculty. The next booster clinic will be 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Today. Anyone who received their
second vaccine does six months ago or more is eligible.

Recital highlights musical theater
Araceli Macias
Staff Writer
The music department held
a student vocal recital Nov. 19
for which 11 students performed
songs ranging from opera to
songs from the musical “Hamilton” before 40 audience members at Morgan Auditorium.
The performances included
solos by freshman psychology
major Brianna Cristin-Sanchez,
who performed “She Used to be
Mine” from “Waitress: the Musical” and a song from the musical
“Hamilton,” “Dear Theodosia,”
performed by Zachary Grech
and Phillip Matthew Acra.
“Obviously it takes a lot of
courage to come out and sing
but if you know you have your
best friends sitting in the audience encouraging you, it’s just
all the more helpful and just
brings us all together,” Julieta
Del Toro, junior theater major
and performer, said.
Some performers sang in
Italian, like freshman Taylor
Murphy, who performed “Il mio
bel foco” by Benedetto Marcello, while others sang in English.
Brianna Avila, sophomore biology major performed “Pancakes
for Dinner” by Lizzy McAlpine.
All performers stood on stage
in front of a bright spotlight
and were accompanied by pianist Zachary DeChance as they
performed, wearing masks for

Jingyao Liang

Freshman tenor Philip Matthew Arca and freshman baritone Zachary Grech perform the song
“Dear Theodosia” from the musical “Hamilton”
as part of the student recital Nov. 19 in Morgan
COVID safety.
Del Toro said singing with a
mask is harder than it looks.
“Especially for breathing,”
she said. “There’s a barrier so
you feel like you need to take a
bigger breath, and of course that
affects vocals.”
She said she practiced her
song, “Caro mio ben” by Giuseppe Giodani, for a month and
Continued on page 7

Auditorium. The performance featured 11 vocal
performers in all signing a range of music, from
contemporary musical theater to classical Italian
opera.
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Professor breaks down activism

David Rafael Gonzalez
Editor-in-Chief

Gyasmine George, assistant
professor of educational counseling, talked about her research
on what it means to be an activist at the weekly faculty lecture
on Nov. 23 via WebEx.
George started her presentation by giving her own background as an activist. She said
she attributes her position as an
activist to her parents, who she
said were activists. Her mother
was an activist through love as a
teacher in the Los Angeles Unified School District for 37 years
and her father was a member
of the Black Panther Party for
Self-Defense.
“Anything that I do I dedicate
to my parents, who are no longer with me, but they were activists,” George said. “I’m a child
of activists.”
She said her activism was expanded after going to South Africa as part of her Ph.D. program
and going on the African American Footsteps to Freedom tour.
“Just being that close to history I was forever changed and
forever altered,” George said.
“I came back home really challenging myself, ‘how dare I
come home and stay the same
and mediocre.”
After her dissertation on the
lived experience of Black college athlete activists in times of
racial and injustice, she started
working on what she calls the
Activism Growth Model.
“I wanted to build something
for people for those who wanted
to lean boldly into their activism
but weren’t sure how,” George
said.
The Activism Growth Model
was based on several academic
theories and works, including
critical race theory, Black feminist thought and Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, and on studies
she started conducting in 2019.
The Activism Growth Mod-

el starts with beginning your
soul work, knowing your roles,
choosing your vehicles, finding
your people, locating the barriers, practicing radical compassion and ends with changing the
world.
“You’re the architect, good
people,” she said. “I feel that everyone is wired for this work and
when you figure out your role, it
is the most beautiful thing that
anyone can ask for. You’re operating in your calling for activism
and advocacy.”
She said there are three roles:
agitators, reformers and change
agents. Agitators are nonviolent
and prevent society from ignoring a violation of widely-held
values. Reformers work within
official structures to find solutions. Change agents actively
oppose policies and work to
educate and involve the general
public.
There were four different vehicles of activism that came up
during the research: scholarly,
grassroots, symbolic and public
displays.
She said that this lecture was
an example of a scholarly vehicle of activism.
“I’m doing it right now. I am
so privileged and blessed to be a
faculty member here at La Verne
as an alum to be able to share my
labor of love to hopefully educate and empower folks,” she
said. “You’re contributing and
breaking barriers and boundaries on the academic sphere.”
George said that forming a
support system is important to
sustain your advocacy because
it is necessary to break down
barriers, which is the next step
in the Activism Growth Model.
“When there are people or
other systems fighting for equity
and equality, it feels like oppression to them,” George said.
At the end, George stressed
the importance of practicing
radical compassion.
Continued on page 7
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Gyasmine George, assistant professor and lead regional faculty in educational counseling, speaks
about activism and what it means to stand up for

your beliefs at the weekly faculty lecture Nov. 23.
George went into detail about the Activist Growth
Model and what it takes to be an activist.

Honduran ambassador
considers climate, equity
United Nations Ambassador
Mary Elizabeth Flores representing Honduras spoke to the
University community about
“Climate Change, Humanitarian Aid, and Rehabilitation: The
Case of Honduras,” before a virtual audience of 41 Wednesday
via Zoom.
The ambassador explained
how although Honduras has had
its truggles and challenges, the
nation has still put in massive
effort toward slowing climate
change.
She called for other countries
to do the same for the sake of the
future of the planet.
Flores, an advocate and activist for equality who has served
the UN for over 12 years, dis-

Collaboration is not always smooth

cussed Hurricane Mitch, which
caused mass destruction and
thousands of Honduran deaths
in 1998.
It took over $800 million to
rebuild the country and guard
against further catastrophe, she
said.
“Climate impacts have exasperated the country,” Flores
said.
She also talked about the
pandemic’s impacts and called
for the international community
to act in concert.
“It is a moral imperative
(for) those who have to share
their resources,” the ambassador
said.
“In climate change we are all
in it together. It is a human is-

Corrections

The Campus Times is
committed to accuracy.
When we make mistakes,
however, it is our policy
to correct them as soon
as they are brought to
our attention. If you find
a mistake in the Campus
Times, please let us know
at ctimes@laverne.edu.

sue.”
Juli Minoves-Triquell, who
introduced the speaker, asked
about her experience as a woman ambassador.
Flores said that while gender equity among her ranks has
increased in recent years, there
still is not always space for
women to truly share their experiences and opinions.
Bree Douglas, a junior political science major in the audience, asked the ambassador how
she knew that this was the career
path for her.
Flores said that she did not
know initially.
She started her career in media and politics prior to her current post.
She did know she wanted to
make a difference.
Al Clark, professor of humanities, asked Flores about
Honduras’ plan for replacing
wood burning in Honduras.
The ambassador said Honduras has begun to transition to solar, and other renewable energy
sources.
The talk was part of the University’s monthly “Hot Spots”
lecture series.
—Lindsey Pacela

Campus Times Online

Litsy Tellez

Kathy Duncan, professor of management, discusses her research on how collaborations can
go wrong in some situations Tuesday the Quay

Davis Executive Board Room. Her talk “Collaborative Research: Exciting or Exasperating?”
was part of the weekly faculty lecture series.

The award-winning Campus Times
online edition is updated throughout
the week with event coverage and
breaking news.
Visit lvcampustimes.org for current and past stories, and additional
columns and blogs.
You can like us on Facebook
and follow us on Twitter @lvcampustimes and Instagram
@campustimes for all the latest updates on local and on-campus news. Send us story ideas over social media or email to
ctimes@laverne.edu.
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Holidays raise concern of virus spread
A
new COVID-19 variant, Omicron, has made its
way to at least 3 states in the United States after
its first confirmed case was detected on Nov. 29
from a man who traveled from South Africa back to California. It has also been identified in over 30 countries.
The World Health Organization and Biden administration
have since classified it as a variant of concern.
Here’s what we know about the Omicron variant so
far:
According to a recent New York Times article, “Omicron: What Is Known — and Still Unknown”, as of
Thursday, two people in the U.S. have tested positive for
COVID due to the variant, both of whom are fully vaccinated.
According to the CDC’s What You Need to Know
About Variants, this variant may spread easier than others, including Delta which is the leading COVID-19 variant, regardless of vaccination status.
Officials are still unsure about the severity of illness
and death of Omicron since the current known number of
cases are low.

However, COVID vaccines are still effective at preventing deadly illness and hospitalization.
With talk of another possible lock down and further
restrictions, as you celebrate with friends and family this
holiday season, keep the health of yours and others in
mind.
Do your part in preventing the spread of COVID-19
by taking extra precautions for holiday get-togethers this
year.
According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s COVID data tracker, positive COVID cases reported in the United States as of Sunday are at an approximate steady 14% increase rate.
Although there is not much anyone can do to stop people from booking flights or planning holiday parties, there
are still plenty of steps that can be taken to make a gathering as safe as possible.
According to California For All’s COVID-19 holiday
pandemic health guide, getting vaccinated and encouraging others around them is the best way to protect others.
The guide advises people to keep gatherings small and

plan short, outdoor gatherings if their guests are not fully
vaccinated.
For indoor gatherings, masks can be optional if all
guests are fully vaccinated, but should be encouraged
when social distancing is not possible or others are unvaccinated or at high risk. Regardless, ventilate the area
well by keeping doors and windows open and install air
filters if possible.
If you are seeing family and friends whether it is locally or across the country, keep these options in mind and
stay informed on positive COVID case rates and guidelines applicable to your county or local area.
You can use apps like CA Notify that send alerts to
your phone if you were in close contact with someone
who tested positive while also maintaining anonymity of
the person.
And of course, get tested if you are experiencing
COVID symptoms and stay home if you are sick.
Keep yourself and your guests safe this holiday season. Take extra COVID precautions and explore all possible options for having safe get-togethers.

Mental health is important during the pandemic

W

ith everything going, especially dealing with
COVID-19 and the pandemic, we need to
make sure we take care of our mental health.
The unprecedented nature of the pandemic has affected people in many unexpected ways.
According to the New York Times, more than 100,000
Americans have died from an overdose in the 12-month
period that ended in April, and this has doubled since
2015.
During the year, use of prescription pain medication,
cocaine, methamphetamine, natural and semisynthetic
opioids have also increased.
Due to the lock down, anxiety and depression have
increased along with the postponement of treatment for
substance abuse disorder.
According to the New York Times, about 70% of the
majority of the deaths were men aged 25 to 54.
Before the pandemic from January to June 2019, 11%
of adults reported symptoms of anxiety disorder or depressive disorder, while in January 2021, the percentage had increased to 41.1%, according to Kaiser Family
Foundation.
From the age of 18 to 24, 56.2% of adults reported

symptoms of anxiety or depressive disorder during the
pandemic.
Of adults older than 65, there was 29.3% reported anxiety or depressive disorder during the pandemic.
According to the Associated Press, the number of
overdose deaths changed by 47.85% in California. In
April 2020, there were 7,162 deaths, while in April 2021,
there were 10,585 deaths.
In Oregon, the number of overdose deaths changed
45.1% , and from April 2020 to 2021, the death rate increased by 292.
According to MedlinePlus, staying positive, practicing
gratitude, taking care of your physical health, connecting
with others, developing a purpose or meaning in life, developing coping mechanisms, mediation, and relaxation
techniques are ways you can improve your health.
Some helpful tips to help boost your health are by taking care of your body physically like eating healthy, exercising, getting the amount of sleep you need, less intake
of caffeine and talking to someone.
By doing yoga, it will help you with your breathing
and will help to lower your stress levels.
Yoga can also help you physically due to having less

Ubisoft, Activision must address
sexual harrassment in workplace
Sexual assault and harassment in the video game industry is a wide spread problem and recent cases in some
of the largest companies have brought the issue to light.
Ubisoft, a French video game company that has created popular titles such as “Assassin’s Creed” and “Just
Dance,” and the California-based video game company
Activision, creators of the “Tony Hawk Skate” series and
“Call of Duty,” have been in the center of multiple sexual
assault and sexual harassment cases in the past few years.
It has recently been reported by the Wall Street Journal that Activision CEO Bobby Kotick knew about sexual misconduct allegations at Activision for years but did
nothing.
Ubisoft has had misconduct allegations in the past and
the employees continue to file harassment reports but the
company fails to take action.
This is unacceptable and the men at the head of these
companies should be held accountable and fired as these
allegations are disgusting and these people should not be
in the workplace.
This is nothing new to the video game community.
According to the New York Times article “Dozens of
Womens in Gaming Speak Out About Sexism and Harassment” by Taylor Lorenz, in 2020 more than 70 people, mostly women, spoke out about allegations of sexual
harassment from gamers who have had uncomfortable
encounters with other top gamers in the community as
a whole.
Compounding this now with the allegations that con-

tinue rolling in against the gaming giants like Ubisoft
and Activision, the darker side of the industry is being
revealed and there needs to be action to stop this behavior
now.
It is unacceptable to tell a woman co-worker you will
“Slap your butt” under any circumstances.
Employees should not be fetishized for their race, and
they should not be asked if they keep sex toys at their
desk.
This is disgusting behavior by immature individuals
who need to learn their lesson and treat people with respect.
The workplace should be free of this sexual hostility
and no woman, or even man, should feel uncomfortable
when working for any company.
Activision and Ubisoft should be ashamed and punished for turning blind eyes and being enablers for sexual
harassment in their companies.

Letters to the Editor

The Campus Times encourages readers to submit letters to the editors regarding topics covered
in the paper. Letters should be no more than 400
words in length and are due by Tuesday at 3 p.m.
The Campus Times reserves the right to edit letters for clarity, space and libel. Letters may be
sent to ctimes@laverne.edu.

injuries. You can do some breathing mechanism like
counting.
By journaling your feelings can also help you improve
your mental health.   
For additional resources, students can talk to the Counseling and Psychological Services on campus at 909-4484105 or online at laverne.edu/counseling.
If you feel like you are in crisis, you can call the National Suicide Prevention Lifeline at 1-800-273-8255 or
text TALK to the Crisis Text Line at 741741.
With the overdose rates increasing, and the connection
between mental health and addiction, it is important to
take care of yourself.
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First Person Experience

Sophomores finally taste campus life
Taylor Moore
LV Life Editor
I can still remember the feeling of excitement I had about
two things, my senior year of
high school and my first year of
college.
I had watched dozens of cliché movies about the beautiful prom dresses and families
cheering at their child’s graduation. I had heard countless stories from my older friends and
family about how much they enjoyed that first year of college,
how different it was from high
school, how many new friends
they made. I had been looking
forward to all of it since I was
young.
No one could anticipate that
I, along with the rest of the
sophomore students, would not
be able to experience either of
those.
The pandemic was completely unexpected to everyone. The
majority of students were probably excited at first to get time
off from school, but then the
closures hit and the seniors of
2020 were told that prom, senior
events, and graduation would
not be possible due to COVID
safety measures.
“You work 12 years of your
life going to school every day,
your senior year was that year

where you have fun and all your
hard work pays off,” Peter Trinh,
sophomore business major, said.
“Without getting that second
half, it’s kind of like, ‘Wow, we
did all this for nothing.’”
After I had accepted that the
second half of my senior year
was lost, I began to motivate
myself by saying, “It’s okay.
There’s always college, as long
as I get to go back to school for
freshman year.”

Lomeli added. “So I had to work
extra hours at my jobs. My mental health was horrible. That
made my grades drop and I went
into academic probation.”
Emily Quirarte, sophomore
psychology major, said the hardest part about being remote was
that she was losing friends from
high school but was not making
any in college.
She said that, as an extrovert,
she likes to be around other peo-

ents who still had to work and
were hardly home.
I needed the social connection, so I did my best at turning
on my camera and microphone
in hopes of making connections
in my Zoom classes. Luckily,
others were craving the same
thing, so I was able to form
those connections.
Finally, the University made
the announcement everyone had
been waiting for: Sophomore

‘This year, coming to campus (and) finally seeing so many faces,
you never imagine being friends with the ones you have now.
Now, I can’t imagine life without them.’
—Melissa Capacte, sophomore kinesiology major
Then, the University of La
Verne announced that the fall
semester of 2020 would be remote.
Okay, there’s always the
spring semester 2021.
Fast forward to the spring,
the University announced that
remote learning would continue.
For the freshmen last year, it
was a lonely and stressful time.
“For my freshman year, I had
two jobs working seven days
a week and I had to deal with
school,” Hector Lomeli, sophomore criminology major, said.
“My parents had COVID,”

ple and live off their emotions.
There were some people she
would talk to through private
messaging in class, but she did
not know them on a personal
level.
“Zoom friends meant so
much,” Quirarte said. “The private chats in class, but then once
that class ended, I was back to
being lonely.”
Like Quirarte, I consider myself an extrovert. The change
from constantly being around
people every day to being at
home was the hardest part, especially as an only child with par-

year would be in-person.
I felt like a freshman even
though I’m a sophomore.
This would be the first time
truly walking around a college campus. The joy I felt at
being able to attend school in
person completely outweighed
the nerves. I was finally able to
meet the friends I had made online face-to-face and meet new
people after more than a year of
isolation.
Most of the sophomores said
the transition from remote to
in-person was seamless since
they had been waiting for so

long.
Marianna Hernandez, sophomore digital media major, said
that it felt like a relief to be
around people after making zero
friends last year.
“It feels like, ‘Finally, I get to
meet new people, I get to make
friends,’” Hernandez said. “A
whole year without any friends
and hanging out was depressing. Now, it’s much better, I feel
more comfortable and included.
I’m happier.”
Melissa Capacte, sophomore
kinesiology major, said the beginning of the year was hard for
her since she had lost her grandpa, aunt, and uncle to COVID.
Making friends helped her get
through the loss since she had
missed having someone be there
to listen and comfort her.
“(My friends and I) make
sure to do our part so we can
continue seeing each other,” Capacte said. “This year, coming to
campus (and) finally seeing so
many faces, you never imagine
being friends with the ones you
have now. Now, I can’t imagine
life without them.”
Lomeli said that he was able
to pick his grades up now that
school is in-person.
He said he loves coming to
campus to hang out with the
friends he’s made.
Continued on page 7

Commentary

Real dating happens offline
Taylor
Moore

L

ast week, I was sitting with my
friends in the Campus Center like
I usually do between classes when
I overheard a friend of mine talking about
someone she had an interest in.
She said that she had been running into
this guy frequently on campus and had
thought that he had been trying to catch
her attention, but she wasn’t sure.
I asked her if she had spoken to him
yet.
She said that she hadn’t but that she
had requested to follow him on social media, which he had accepted. To her, that
was a sign that he was interested in her,
right?
I asked her why she hadn’t tried approaching him. She said that she had no
idea how to approach someone, face-toface, that she had an interest in.

To my surprise, many of my single
friends said the same, that they usually
“shoot their shot” through Instagram Direct Messages or on Snapchat. Most of
them said that was how they had met previous partners.
They also agreed that most of them
had been broken up with over text or
some form of social media.
According to a study called “The Role
of Social Media in Dating Trends Among
Gen Z College Students” conducted by
Megan Isaf, an associate consultant and
communications and social media intern,
participants with heavier use of social
media were reported to have decreased
commitment in relationships, a decreased
quality of an in-person relationship, and
frequent conflicts with their partner.
Heavy social media users were also
found to “have decreased interpersonal
competency at initiating offline relationships,” meaning the more our generation
relies on social media to initiate relationships, the harder it is to do so offline.
In an article titled “How Social Media
Affects Communication Skills,” founder
and director of New Day Vitality Mental Health Counselling PPLC Colette
Lopane-Capella said that social media often elicits a normalized lesser amount of

face-to-face social activity. As individuals
spend more time communicating over social media, it lessens their likelihood of
having in-person interactions.
The same friend who had tried approaching her crush said that she had
spent time looking through his Instagram
after he added her back. She already knew
so much about him without even saying a
word to him.
Social media allows for widespread
connection, but it also can damage forming connections. Instead of spending time
asking your partner questions about their
life to get to know them, all you need to
do nowadays is spend five minutes going
through their Instagram profile.
It takes away the mystery and romance
of it all, the thrill of getting to know a person, the mystery of finding out new things
about them along the way, and the butterflies of having to ask a person on a date
face-to-face.
My boyfriend and I have been together for three years. Ironically, he did “slide
into my DM’s.”
We began texting and getting to know
each other, but it was strictly as friends.
We did not become romantically involved
until our junior year of high school, when
we finally met in person.

Even that first face-to-face meeting
felt like our true introduction. I can still
remember the butterflies I felt in my
stomach, the way my hands were shaking
when he first walked up to me, and that
feeling of realization that the wait had
been worth it.
By then, we had been online friends
for a year and had learned small details
about each other, but it was not until we
went on face-to-face on dates that we got
to really know each other on a deeper
level. To this day, I’m so glad we saved
the personal questions for later because
it kept the romance alive and made every
moment special.
Social media is a great way to meet
new people, but we also can’t lose the
ability to make connections beyond it. If
you see someone who catches your eye,
why not walk up to them and introduce
yourself?
A friend request online might be the
easier approach, but the thrill of meeting
somebody new is all in that first interaction, face-to-face, and the possibility of a
strong connection blossoming from it.
Taylor Moore, a sophomore broadcast
journalism major, is LV Life editor for the
Campus Times. She can be reached by
email at taylor.moore@laverne.edu.
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Healing from trauma considered

Taylor Moore
LV Life Editor

Kristi Ambritz, student initiatives, and Adrianne Montero-Camacho, a social worker with the University of La
Verne’s student outreach center,
hosted a virtual presentation on
how students’ adverse childhood
experiences might affect their
present-day lives and academics.
The Zoom event was a collaboration with the Academic
Success Center, with 14 in attendance, including students and
University staff.
It opened with this question
for the participants: “How many
of you are familiar with ACEs?”
Most of them said that they
were unfamiliar with the term,
which stands for Adverse Childhood Experiences.
Before the term was explained, Ambritz asked that everyone take the ACEs quiz.
The quiz contained questions
on whether the participant had
endured traumatic experiences
in the past, such as verbal, emotional and/or physical abuse at
home or loss of a family member by death or imprisonment.
She did not ask people to
share their scores but instead
offered comfort for those taking
the quiz.
This might have been the first
time they realized that what they
endured was not normal.
She explained the term
“ACEs” is related to potentially
traumatic events from childhood
to the age of 17.
Such events may include violence, at-home abuse, witnessing violence at home or in your
community.
Exposure to substance abuse,
or stress from material security,
such as food or clothes, may also
be triggers, she said.
“I think often in higher ed,
we forget about where students
are coming from, what their life
experiences have been,” Savannah Garcia, ASC director, said.
Ambritz said ACEs could affect brain development, chronic
health problems, mental health
challenges, and substance misuse. A student with a high ACEs
score might have difficulty
learning, suffer from academic
stress, or experience memory
change.
Mental health challenges that
can result may include a high

risk of depression, anxiety or
suicide.
Ambritz shared the following
statistics: One in six adults experienced four or more ACEs; at
least five of the top 10 leading
causes of death are associated
with ACEs; preventing ACEs
could reduce the number of
adults with depression by 44%.
There was a pause since
Ambritz and Montero-Camacho
wanted to offer the audience a
chance to process the heavy information or allow them time to
debrief in case they were triggered.
“The hope we are about to
share is exciting and freeing,”
Ambritz said.
She talked about recovery,
specifically epigenetics, which
is a science that proves that our
genes may heal from the abuse
a person experienced previously.
“Getting involved in activities, volunteering where you’re
helping others, and getting into
counseling is the best thing you
can do for yourself,” Ambritz
said.
“If we intentionally start
making moves to change our behaviors that are outcomes from
our childhood, we can alter our
genes.”
She said that it is such a
strong change that when the affected person has children, the
children will get a new and restored gene that is completely
healthy.
It is possible for everyone,
though it may be challenging.
“People walk around thinking (they are) doomed and destined for mental health challenges, but we paused and thought
that we need to give people a
ray of hope that this isn’t how
it needs to be forever,” Montero-Camacho said.
The floor was opened for
questions.
Garcia asked how staff
should approach helping students whom they suspect to be
a victim of ACEs if the students
are not coming forward.
Ambritz said that allowing
the student to speak confidentially helps them open up and
suggested that students should
see Montero-Camacho or make
an appointment with CAPS.
Even though it can be a very
scary first step, it is the first
recommended place for the students to go to.
“The Ed.D. program is em-

bedding healing-centered practices in classes,” said Yvette
Latunde, co-director of the Center for Educational Equity and
Intercultural Research Professor
and Organizational Leadership.
“We just assume at this point we
all have some healing to do.”
The presentation ended with

a list of resources for students
who may be struggling.
Resources include, CAPS,
caps@laverne.edu;
Campus
Labs,
laverne.campuslabs.
com/engage; Student Outreach and Support, sos@
laverne.edu; Accessibility Services, accessibilityservices@

laverne.edu; Academic Success Center, asc@laverne.
edu; Leos Unite, front.desk@
laverne.edu.
“We can be a gateway to getting students to better places,”
Ambritz said.
Taylor Moore can be reached
at taylor.moore@laverne.edu.

Car show celebrates holidays

William Hardy

Russ Golesh shows off his 1937 Oldsmobile
L37-2811, a fully restored coupe, at the Cruising La Verne Holiday Car Show on Nov. 20. Golesh said he takes his car to multiple car shows
eachyear.

The car show took over D Street in downtown
La Verne with hundreds of classic and new vehicles. The event also included the CHiPs for Kids
holiday toy drive sponsored by the California
Highway Patrol.

THE SPRING 2022 MID-YEAR
HOUSING APPLICATION
NOW OPEN

APPLY AS SOON
AS POSSIBLE!
Spaces are limited!
LOG ON TO LAVERNE PORTAL TO
APPLY

"IT'S NOT WHERE YOU
LIVE, IT'S WHERE YOU
BELONG!"

Housing and Residential Life | 1950 Third Street | La Verne, CA, 91750
(909) 448-4792 | housing@laverne.edu
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Happenings

Holiday Music
Spectacular

Holiday music will be
performed by the University of La Verne chorale
and chamber singers, plus
various other choir groups,
from 3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Sunday at the Claremont
United Church of Christ.
Tickets can be bought
online or at the door.
Student admission is
free with a student ID, $17
for seniors, and $20 general
admission.
Proof of vaccination is
required.

Guitar Recital

The University of La
Verne guitar ensemble will
showcase its talents through
contemporary genres including nuevo flamenco
and Latin jazz, at 7:30 p.m.
on Friday in Morgan Auditorium.
The recital is directed by
ULV music instructor Michael Ryan.
Admission is free.

‘If You Can Read
the Ocean’

“If You Can Read the
Ocean You Will Never be
Lost,” a photography exhibit by Shannon Benine,
associate professor of photography, is on display in
the Irene Carlson Gallery
of Photography.
The gallery is located on
the ground floor of Miller
Hall and the gallery will
run through Dec. 17.

‘Legacy and
Legend’

Sadie Barnette’s exhibit, “Legacy and Legend,”
is on display at the Benton
Museum of Art at Pomona
College in Claremont until
Dec. 18.
The exhibit explores the
Black Panthers, a Black
resistance group from the
1960s, and it connects the
themes of social justice to
familial ties through drawings and other media.
The exhibit will be on
view at the museum at 120
West Bonita Ave by appointment.
To schedule an appointment, visit pitzer.edu/
galleries.
—Liliana Castañeda

Arts,

etc...
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Creative writers share

Original works

December 3, 2021

by Anabel Martinez
photography by
Brady Keegan

T

hree University of La Verne senior creative writing majors read
their original short stories at noon
on Monday at the Winter Fiction Reading in the Quay Davis Executive Boardroom and on Zoom.
Hannah Cokash’s stories “What a
Sweet Face” and “His Shadow” left
the audience with chills up their spines,
while Anika Lotti kept everyone on the
edge of their seats with her suspenseful
reading of “Intruder.” Emma Garcia had
fun with creating strange characters in
her story “Recycled” and related to the
all-too-familiar experience of feeling average and boring in “The Difficult Loads
of Being Enough.”
“We usually have one to two to three
readings in a given semester,” said Sean
Bernard, professor of creative writing,
who coordinated the reading. “Last year,
we had a lot because of Zoom. It was
easier to get people together …. But now
that we’re back together, we’re very happy to have this event.”
Cokash started the event with a reading of two of her short stories, one of
which is called, “What a Sweet Face,”
and follows the interaction between a
young girl and a charming red-haired
boy.
The story’s cheery tone flipped when
the girl finds out the sweet boy she spent
the day with is possibly a murder suspect.
Her second story, “His Shadow,” vividly described the intense fear of a young
girl who had been abducted and was left
locked up in a pitch black room.
Lotti followed with a reading of “Intruder,” which follows the panic of two
new parents doing everything they can
to protect their baby from an intruder in
their home.
Garcia then read her story, “Recycled,” which featured a variety of characters like The Invisible Children, a beggar
and men that were turned into different
vegetables and fruit.
She closed out the readings with her
second story, “The Difficult Loads of
Being Enough,” about a girl who feels
normal and average.
“(I wrote this) during a time where I
was feeling very insignificant because
I was comparing myself to other main
characters in books and movies and I
realized how much I am not like them,”
Garcia said. “So this is a story about the
characters in the background.”
After all three readers shared their
original works, they took questions from
the audience about what they are looking
forward to after graduation in regards to
writing.
Garcia said she is most excited about
the freedom to be able to read more
books for pleasure and not just for class

Hannah Cokash, senior creative writing major, shares her short stories at
the Winter Fiction Reading Event on Monday in the Quay Davis Executive
Board Room. The reading showcased the work of the seniors in the creative
writing program.
assignments once she graduates.
“I just want to take a year off after senior year and get caught up on so many
stories,” Cokash said. “I have so many
novels in the works. I just feel like a year
off gives me time to just write to my
heart’s content.”
Lotti said she is looking forward to
looking back at feedback for past stories
and having the time to fine tune them.
Like many writers, the three seniors
agreed that they all have struggled with
some form of writer’s block.
“Starting is my biggest struggle, not
necessarily like writer’s block because
I’ll have the idea, but it’s just actually
sitting down and putting something on
paper because you have this fear of it not
going to be perfect the first time you put
it down,” Garcia said. “I think over time,

(you realize) it’s not going to be perfect.
It’s a work in progress, but something is
better than nothing. So just start writing.”
Cokash said the two main struggles
she faces is writer’s insecurity and having the inspiration to write, but not the
physical motivation or ability to get it
down on paper.
“For me, I feel that insecurity of ‘Oh,
gosh, what’s this person gonna think
of my writing? How’s it gonna come
across? Is there too much content? Is
there not enough?’” she said.
Cokash said these mindsets can be
difficult to get out of but when she faces this, she usually texts a writing buddy
or listens to music to get her creativity
flowing.
“Something that I struggle with is
Continued on page 7
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Activism...
Esilanna McMenamin, senior political science and speech
communication major, said that
the lecture encouraged reflection.
She said that even though
she considers herself an activist
and an advocate, there are times
where she should have been
more active.
“I think it is really important
for people to be aware of when
they should be activists and
when they should allow others
to be activists and become advocates that support them,” McMenamin said.
David Rafael Gonzalez can
be reached at david.gonzalez9@
laverne.edu.

Recital...
Continued from page 1
a half.
“We work with our voice instructorss,” she said. “A lot of
the time they give us songs but
on some occasions you’ll hear
Broadway songs that we actually pick and then we work on.”
“We have a wide range of
people,” said Ariel Pisturino,
applied voice instructor. “We actually tend to get a lot of biology students, some music people,
some theater people, but a wide
range.”
She said the students who
perform receive private singing
lessons from her and the other
two instructors, Todd Strange
and Courtney Taylor.
“We get together every Friday and we sing and work on
stuff and every so often we do
a recital...so this is like a culmination of their work,” Pisturino
said.
She encouraged others to
come out to the next recital on
Dec. 10 to support the music department and live music.
“Everybody needs live music
in their life,” Pisturino said.
Some of the audience mem-

bers expressed their thoughts on
the recital.
“It was really impressive,”
said Imanni Vanderburg, junior criminology major. “I was
surprised they had masks but
they sang right through it. You
couldn’t even tell that they were
wearing one.”
She said one of her favorite songs performed was “She
Used to be Mine” because of the
way the singer’s voice echoed
throughout the room.
Sara Gonzalez, sophomore
math major, said she enjoyed
how well balanced and diverse
the music selection was.
“I thought it was interesting
how the beginning part was Latin and Italian and then it was a
switch to English,” Gonzalez
said.
She also encouraged others
to come out to their recitals because she was also a performer
in high school and understands
how much hard work is put into
a single performance.
Araceli Macias can be
reached at araceli.macias@
laverne.edu.

Sophomores...

Above: Elias Gennaoui,
junior biology major; Samantha Stefanoff, senior studio
art and art history major;
and Frances Jones, sophomore business administration major, make bracelets
as part of the Celebration of
Kwanzaa event Wednesday in
Sneaky Park. Making bracelets is part of the principle of
Kuumba by sharing creativity
and making things for others.
Kwanzaa runs from Dec. 26
to Jan. 1.
Right: A table is set with a
kikombe cha umoja, or Unity
cup, and a Kinara, or candle
holder, at the Celebration of
Kwanzaa event hosted by the
Campus Activities Board on
Wednesday in Sneaky Park.
The seven candles, known as
Mishumaa Sabaa, represent
the seven principles of Kwanzaa: Umoja, Kujichagulia,
Ujima, Ujamaa, Nia, Kuumba and Imani. The black candle in the center is lit at the
beginning of Kwanzaa.

photos by
Darcelle Jones-Wesley

Writers...

Continued from page 4
“I don’t even have classes
on Thursdays and Fridays, but I
still come to campus to hang out
with my friends,” he said.
Quirarte said she joined a sorority this year to make friends,
loves all of the different personalities of the women, and that it
feels great to be social again.
“I’m a social butterfly, to
be in the alpha chapter of the
school, we’re known,” Quirarte
said. “Other people know us.
There’s always a new entryway
to meet new people.”
She also joined the honor society, Alpha Lambda Delta, and
she works in the Campus Center.
She said it feels great to be
involved and can feel the difference already.
For Trinh, the experience was
a little different. He said that he
was not in a good mental place
when the University announced
that on-campus learning would
return, and he was not looking forward to it since he was
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Students celebrate Kwanzaa

Continued from page 2

“Taking care of yourself must
be radical as you step boldly into
your activism and advocacy,”
she said. “I call it radical because it is crucial to be able to
resist oppression and injustice.
They’re coming from everywhere, including within yourself.”
Al Clark, professor of humanities, thanked George for the
lecture and that she has modeled
the Activism Growth Model
throughout the talk.
“You’ve certainly shown us
how it can be done today,” Clark
said. “It would be wonderful if
that were the social model for
society, not just the classroom
and our campuses.”

Arts, etc...

not emotionally prepared to be
around people after such a hard
previous year.
“I can say now, with the group
of friends I have, coming back to
campus was a good thing,” Trinh
said. “I’m grateful for that since
the University opened up and we
finally have a full year in-person.
There’s some days that I don’t
have classes but I still come to
campus after not having that for
almost two years.”
I have to remind myself
sometimes that I’m in my second year of college and not my
first, that I will only have three
years of true college experience.
The thought of forming new
connections with other students
and my professors quickly
makes the negativity of freshman year fade away.
It feels too good to be back
on campus to focus on anything
else.
Taylor Moore can be reached
at taylor.moore@laverne.edu.

Continued from page 6

focus, like in writing, because…
I’m ready to write a novel and
(supposed to be) short stories,”
Lotti said.
Lotti revealed helpful tips.
“Something that I found that
I think is beneficial for that is to
write the dialogue first because
that’s what comes easier to me
and then go back and fill all that
other stuff,” Lotti said. “Play
with it that way and fit it together more like puzzle pieces (instead of) trying to do the whole
thing at once.”
Bernard ended the event by
thanking the audience and encouraging them to submit work
to the ULV undergraduate creative writing contest.
“It’s a great opportunity to
get published alongside professional writers in our journal
Prism Review,” Bernard said.
Anabel Martinez can be
reached at anabel.martinez2@
laverne.edu.
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Leos shut door on Antelope Valley
Offense
stays strong
in 90-75 win
Jacob Barriga
Sports Editor
The women’s basketball team
dominated the boards, leading to
a strong 90-75 win against Antelope Valley on Friday night at
Frantz Athletic Court.
The Leopards out rebounded
the Pioneers 58-46 on their way
to the victory and senior guard
Jazzlyn Johnson said the Leopards’ endurance is what helped
them outwork their opponent.
“We ran a lot in practice and
our endurance helped us when
UAV got tired,” Johnson said.
“We were able to get into them
and steal some rebounds.”
Johnson got the scoring start-

ed early, getting her driving
layup to fall and picked up the
foul to put the Leopards up 11-6
over the Pioneers in the first
quarter.
“It was part of our game plan,
our coaches wanted me to get to
the paint and break down the defense,” Johnson said.
A back-and-forth struggle ensued as the lead changed twice
in the second half of the quarter.
In the final minute of the quarter,
senior guard Mariah Lora made
her mid range shot to bring the
Leopards within two. Freshman
guard Naomi Jackson would
then pick off Antelope Valley
senior point guard Tanika Stephenson for the steal and Jackson finished her breakaway opportunity to tie the score, 23-23,
at the end of the first quarter.
Junior forward Casey Kuramoto caught fire in the second
quarter providing three threepoint shots off the bench for the
Leopards.

The boost off of the bench
was coupled with two threepoint shots from senior guard
Jaelynn Curley and a seven-point quarter from Johnson.
“Our guards do a great job
finding us on the perimeter. We
focus on our strengths as a team
and when we put it all together
we mesh and we make it work,”
Curley said.
The Leopards got five offensive rebounds in the quarter
which kept many drives alive,
helping the Leopards to a 47-43
lead at the end of the first half.
The Pioneers made 16 points
off turnovers in the first half and
they came out with more turnovers and breakaway points in
the third quarter.
With 4:39 left in the third
quarter, the Leopards led the Pioneers, 56-53.
The Pioneers penetrated the
paint and finished their drive to
tie the game at 58 a short time
later.

The Leopards missed their
third three-pointer in a row and
their shooting went cold.
“At the half they switched
from the zone defense they were
running in the first half to a man
defense in the second so we
were forced to drive more into
the paint,” Curley said.
After a short run for both
teams, Johnson ended the quarter with a driving dribble of her
own finishing the layup and giving the Leopards a 65-60 lead.
In the fourth, the Leopards
began to pull away from the
Pioneers, outscoring them, 2515, highlighted by back-to-back
stops to lead to two fastbreak
buckets to put the Leopards up,
74-60 halfway through the quarter.
UAV used an 8-0 run to pull
closer to the Leopards, closing
the gap to 84-72.
However, it was not enough
as Curley hit the essential
game-ending three pointer

which took out all the wind in
the Pioneers’ sails.
“We didn’t want to have the
team stick around in the end,
so we knew we needed to get a
bigger lead to put them down,”
freshman guard Melissa Howell
said.
The Leopards came out on
top in the first game of backto-back game nights during
Thanksgiving break. The Leopards would go on to beat Bethesda, 99-49.
The Leopards opened Southern California Intercollegiate
Athletic
Conference
play
Wednesday night at home with
a tough 70-68 loss to Pomona-Pitzer.
The team is 3-2 overall and
0-1 in SCIAC play.
La Verne’s next opponent
will be Occidental, who the
Leopards will host at 4 p.m. Saturday at Frantz Athletic Court.
Jacob Barriga can be reached
at jacob.barriga@laverne.edu.

Basketball holds off Eagles for first win, 72-70
Sarah Van Buskirk
Assistant Sports Editor

The men’s basketball team
battled tightly with the Embry-Riddle Eagles and came out
on top, 72-70, for their first win
of the season Saturday at the
Franz Athletic Court.
“We played hard and didn’t
give up,” senior guard Isaiah
Knox said. “We got the result we
wanted in the end.”
The Leopards won the tip off
and headed straight for the net.
After a few passing sequences
around the top of the circle, junior guard Paul Antonis drained
a three pointer to start off the
game hot for the Leopards.
On the Eagles’ first scoring
opportunity, Antonis fouled

sophomore guard Chase Verdugo to give him two free throw
attempts.
Verdugo successfully executed both and closed in on the
Leopard’s lead, 3-2.
The Leopards had possession
but began losing connection between passes and turned over the
ball to the Eagles.
Shortly after, Verdugo made
a jump shot putting the Eagles
ahead of the Leopards, 4-3.
Back and forth play continued until junior guard Brad Yasukochi got a defensive rebound
from an Eagle missed layup
and passed to senior guard John
Malone II, who put the ball in
the net from the three-point line,
extending the Leopards lead to
6-3.

“We took a step forward with
moving the ball and rebounding,” Yasukochi said. “This
wasn’t a one-person win, this
was a whole team win.”
The Leopards and Eagles
maintained scoring drives and
kept the score within a two-point
difference.
Then six minutes passed and
the Leopard defense began to
slip and they found themselves
down 18-10 with less than 10
minutes remaining in the half.
Sophomore forward Kyler
Harvey changed the momentum
when he made a jump shot to
close the gap to six points.
A few minutes later Malone
was given two free throw attempts, missing the first one but
making the next, making the
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Registrar’s Office!
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score 18-13.
For the remaining five minutes of the half, the two teams
continued to battle, keeping the
score tight only within a few
point difference.
The Leopards began gaining
on the Eagles and with 52 seconds left, Harvey made a threepoint jump shot to tie the game,
24-24.
Soon after junior forward
Austin Rapp was fouled and given two free throw attempts.
He missed the first one but
drained the next which ended
the half with the Leopards on
top, 25-24.
The Leopards went 8-for-17,
47.1% from the free throw line.
“We need to work on our free
throw shooting,” Malone said.
“And just being able to close out
and stay focused while not taking our foot off the pedal.”
The second half started off
hot for the Leopards when a
steal by Malone resulted in a
shot made.
The Eagles quickly tied the
game up again but the Leopards
would just put themselves right
back in the lead.
The game was not being
ruled by either team as the Eagles found themselves one point
ahead then two points down then
tied up again.
Finally the Leopards got a
hold of the score and managed
to create a 10-point deficit after
another three point jump shot by
Malone, making the score 4232.
The Leopards remained in
the lead for the next 16 minutes,
but the Eagles were not going to
give up that easy as their offense
began to wake up.
With nine seconds left in the
game, the Eagles made a comeback to cut their deficit to 69-68.

Antonis drew a foul and hit
both free throws to widen the
lead again as the Leopards continued to push for the win.
Eagle junior guard Connor
Verdugo added to the board with
a layup, putting the score at 7170.
With two seconds left, Leopard junior forward Seth Shaw
was fouled and made the final
free throw of the game, making
the final score 72-70.
“We had a really good week
of practice and our coaches had
prepared us well,” Shaw said.
“So we didn’t see any surprises
out on the court and all we had to
do was execute the game plan.”
The Leopards hosted Linfield
on Tuesday and fell, 84-67.
They traveled to Claremont-Mudd-Scripps on Wednesday to open their Southern California Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference schedule against the
Stags, losing 81-58.
The Leopards are currently
1-5 overall and 0-1 in SCIAC.
The team will next host the
Occidental Tigers at 2 p.m. Saturday at Frantz Athletic Court..
Sarah Van Buskirk can be
reached at sarah.vanbuskirk@
laverne.edu.
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